
How to write powerful 
sub- headings? 
The importance of sub headings and ROUGH 
DRAFT



Always remember:

- Be innovative with your subheadings
- Avoid bland subheadings
- Your newspaper reading practice or GS preparation can easily act as a fodder 

for your essays



Some points to keep in mind:

- Make subheadings of similar lengths

They could vary in content

However they should create consistency

Avoid subheadings that are TOO LONG

Aim for not more than 5-6 words 



Some points to keep in mind:

- Connect subheadings to your title
- Every subheading is a step forward

- Each subheading carries a paragraph or section that 
builds an essay

- It is important to make the subheadings relevant, eye 
catching and linking to the main points of the essay



Some examples:

Cyber security errors and how to remedy them < Fixing the cyber security 
loopholes

- The second option is shorter and snappier/ concise/ succinct



Some examples:
Benefits of Renewable Energy < Renewable Energy: Promise or Peril/ Boon or 
Bane?

Advantages and disadvantages of Internet/ Social Media < Internet/ Social Media: 
A Double Edged Sword

Privacy: Reasons for its imperativeness

Privacy: Why it is important

Threats to Privacy



Let’s Practice

Destiny of a nation is shaped in its classroom



Destiny of a nation is shaped in its classroom

- Nations are built by the toil and labour of  both leaders and unsung ordinary 
denizens 

- The future of any nation = youth of that country
- Thus the growth and development of the youth should be a priority
- classrooms= foundation, it trains a battery/ an army of future engineers, 

doctors, lawyers, educationists, etc, they facilitate interactions, they instil 
values, students learn to lead a disciplined life

- An illiterate population= a burden
- Education is fundamental to growth and development
- Education for all= is the goal/ manifesto for many countries across the globe



- Enrolments have risen in promising fashion around the world
- However, learning levels have remained disappointingly low
- Growth, development and poverty reduction= depends on the knowledge and 

skills that people acquire and NOT on the number of years they sit in a 
classroom

- We must transform our call from EDUCATION FOR ALL to LEARNING FOR 
ALL

- Even the World Bank’s Education strategy echoes the same sentiments- 
“Invest early, invest smartly. Invest in learning for all.”



- In the primary years the quality of teaching is essential to ensure the 
foundational literacy and numeracy on which lifelong learning depends

- Adolescence is a period of high potential for learning- however, many 
teenagers leave school at this point as they are lured by the prospect of a job 
to help their families

- For these students who drop out early, non formal learning opportunities are 
essential to ensure that all youth can acquire skills for the labor market



Also remember the importance of Rough drafts:

- Before you attempt your essay always collect your thoughts
- You may use a FLOW CHART for the same
- This ensures a structured essay
- You must select your topic wisely

- Should be based on your holistic understanding of the subject matter
- You must always fight with your best weapons



Must follow a common flow

Introduction Body Conclusion

First 
Perspective 

with 
examples

Second 
perspective 

with 
examples

Past, 
Present 
and Future

Content- gov 
initiatives, 
policies, plans + 
use case studies



The essay is a literary device for saying 
almost everything about almost 
anything.

Aldous Huxley



Thank You
Email: neerja.studyiq@gmail.com
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